Genetic diversity and evolutionary relationships in genus Oryza revealed by using highly variable regions of chloroplast DNA.
We studied the phylogeny of the genus Oryza using chloroplast DNA sequences. To identify regions containing sufficient variation for elucidating the relationship of closely related species with fine resolution and high reliability, we first compared the complete chloroplast sequences of Oryza sativa japonica, O. sativa indica, and O. nivara, and identified regions containing many variant sites. Nucleotide sequences of the variant regions were newly determined in 19 Oryza species including 58 cultivated and wild strains. An in silico pre-analysis of the whole chloroplast genome and subsequent nucleotide sequencing of the regions with the greatest number of variant sites, which were disclosed to be hot spots by the in silico pre-analysis, enabled us to examine genetic diversity in the genus Oryza with excellent resolution. Based on phylogenetic trees constructed using highly diverged regions in the chloroplast genome, we discuss the maternal relationships among Oryza species.